Five Week Session One

LING 3060  LANGUAGE STUDY
801  (9888)  CRE 3.0  Kapetangianni K
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-Texas
RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS
SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE
SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
900  (10176)  CRE 3.0  INET  Kapetangianni K
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT
DEPARTMENT.

LING 4030  ACQUISITION ESL
001  (10319)  CRE 3.0  MW  10:00 am-11:50 am  BLB 260  Crowder S
A GRADE OF C OR HIGHER IN LING 3600 IS REQUIRED FOR NON-LINGUISTICS MAJORS BEFORE
PERMISSION TO ENROLL IN LING 4030 CAN BE GRANTED. LINGUISTICS MAJORS MUST HAVE A
GRADE OF C OR HIGHER IN LING 3070 BEFORE PERMISSION TO ENROLL IN LING 4030 CAN BE
GRANTED.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
THIS IS A BLENDED COURSE. PART OF THE MEETINGS ARE IN PERSON, AND PART OF THE
MEETINGS OCCUR OVER THE INTERNET.

LING 4800  SEM IN LING
001  (12848)  CRE 3.0  MTWR  06:00 pm-07:50 pm  NTDP B158  Ross J

LING 4900  SPECIAL PROBLEMS
701  (12728)  CRE V  Ross J
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

LING 5900  SPECIAL PROBLEMS
703  (9889)  CRE V  Ross J
MULTIPLE SECTIONS OFFERED.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

LING 5910  SPECIAL PROBLEMS
726  (9891)  CRE V  Ross J
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

LING 5950  THESIS
703  (9894)  CRE V  Cukor-Avila P
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
711  (10148)  CRE V  Chelliah S
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
723  (10258)  CRE V  Munshi S
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
726  (10183)  CRE V  Ross J
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

Five Week Session Two

LING 3060  LANGUAGE STUDY
801 (10095) CRE 3.0  
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.  
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

900 (10135) CRE 3.0  
INET  
THIS COURSE RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

LING 5040  PRIN OF LINGUISTICS  
801 (10408) CRE 3.0  
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.  
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

900 (10411) CRE 3.0  
INET  
Muthiah K  
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.  
THIS COURSE RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

LING 5900  SPECIAL PROBLEMS  
704 (13557) CRE 3.0  
Kapetangianni K

LING 5950  THESIS  
703 (10017) CRE V  
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

723 (10259) CRE V  
Munshi S  
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.